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I INTRODUCTION  

Historically, military involvement in domestic affairs was associated with authoritarianism and military 
dictatorships.1 Since the 1688 Glorious Revolution, British political culture has been hostile towards 
domestic military deployments, due to parliamentary supremacy ensuring that power rested with 
Parliament, not the Executive’s discretion alone.2 The absence of using military forces domestically was 
considered fundamental to liberal democracy.3 However, there are tensions between this and the state’s 
responsibility to protect its citizens in emergencies.  

In Australia, Part IIIAAA of the Defence Act 1903 (Cth) (‘Defence Act’) regulates military call-outs, 
permitting military involvement in aid of civil power and law enforcement.4 After the 2014 Lindt Café 
siege, the government was criticised for not calling out the Australian Defence Force (ADF), despite its 
terrorist nature5 which put the ADF on notice for a potential call-out.6 The New South Wales Police did 
not declare the event beyond their capabilities, thus not warranting ADF call-out. Arguably the ADF 
should have been called out to resolve the situation due to its expertise in armed conflict and its 
aggressive approach which better suits counter-terrorism.7 Since then, the Defence Department has 
considered reforming Part IIIAAA to facilitate faster anti-terror responses.8 Conversely, Part IIIAAA has 
been criticised as an overstepping of state power through broad and extensive powers9 in allowing 
military involvement domestically. Despite criticisms, the unforeseen nature of terrorism requires greater 
state power to protect. This paper aims to justify Part IIIAAA and the expansion of military power 
domestically, using a jurisprudential framework going beyond contemporary policy-making, to 
demonstrate the necessity in having an emergency system where the executive, and military, can 
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intervene to protect the citizens and state. The first section discusses emergency jurisprudence, providing 
different models that justify greater executive power in emergency situations. The second considers 
martial law as an emergency response, and its scope in liberal democracies. The third section provides 
examples of executive action in times of emergency. The final section addressees Part IIIAAA and its 
position as a hybridised emergency mechanism.  

 

II EMERGENCY JURISPRUDENCE 

A Extra-Legalism 

Incidental to emergency jurisprudence is the ongoing debate surrounding extra-legalism and legality. 
“Legality” may be used interchangeably with “rule of law”, and can mean anything from formal legality 
through clear, prospective, consistent and stable law, to formalistic accounts mixed with substantive 
justice. The common denominator is that state power is authorised by law.10 The fundamental questions 
surrounding this debate are whether the law can constrain the state in times of emergency, or if the state 
can act outside the law when an emergency threatens its existence, and if it acts outside the law, whether 
that conduct is detrimental to its legality.11 Some commentators, such as Oren Gross, place executive 
emergency powers extra-legally, outside ordinary legal or constitutional order, circumventing ordinary 
restrictions yet paradoxically preserving them internally. Others, like David Dyzenhaus, construe 
emergency power as confined by legality, instead of a separate extra-legal act. Nonetheless, the extra-
legalism debate, despite being of substantial academic contention, is less relevant in the context of this 
paper. The question of whether executive emergency powers are inside or outside the law can be 
consolidated through general acceptance that in such emergencies, an increase in executive/military 
power, discretion and autonomy is justified. What they differ on is scope, basis, interpretation and 
implementation of such power. While extralegality is not the focus of this paper, it will be discussed as 
necessary.12  

 

B Liberalism, Rule of Law, Security, Emergencies 

Western legal tradition is based on liberalism and liberal democracy. Despite various interpretations of 
the theory itself, the commonality lies in the rule of law. This embodies, among other things, governments 
acting both through and under the law, and formalistic elements allowing laws to be challenged through 
courts. A V Dicey’s conception of the rule of law prioritises civil liberty and freedom from arbitrary 
government control, which legitimises state power by constraining its power and exercise.13 Similarly, J S 
Mill states the only warranted exercise of power over another’s liberty is to prevent harm to others.14 
Often, the rule of law is conceived as consisting either of moral requirements, or solely formalistic. The 
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former represents human rights or natural law, the latter represents legal positivism.15 Despite this liberal 
tradition that advocates small government to protect civil rights and personal autonomy,16 the exercise of 
state power when necessary is uncontroversial because the state exists solely to maintain the security of 
its people.17 “Freedom and security cannot be understood as mere antipodes” – security cannot be 
conceived as a function of state coercion, authoritarianism and penal power, but rather as a “task and duty 
the state cannot completely neglect, delegate, privatize or give up”.18 State security can be manifest in 
external or internal state force.19 The modern nature of security, both internal and external, creates 
numerous complex issues for the democratic state, particularly because terrorism threatens the existence 
of democracy through the intended imposition of incompatible regimes. Governments often present 
counter-terrorism as a question of state preservation, justifying exceptional measures.20 Special Executive 
emergency powers are often used to deal with crises, as they are thought to be able to respond to the 
emergency better than legislators.21 Most modern states turn to the law in times of crisis; however, they 
create laws that not only empower the state, but also try to constrain it.22 Emergencies therefore pose a 
unique challenge to modern governance and law. The ensuing competition between sovereign decree and 
rule of law represents a central conflict in Western legal thought between the law as a formal regulatory 
system and state sovereignty.23 These issues culminate to the perpetual issue of balancing freedom and 
security – states are expected to guarantee security and defend themselves, while individuals who lose 
their freedoms through state enforcement of security challenge them.24  

Nazi philosopher Carl Schmitt criticised liberal constitutionalism for its failure to deal with emergencies 
sufficiently, making such forms of government susceptible to such occurrences. It places too much faith 
in the technical framework of existing institutions and fails to prepare for extraordinary occurrences 
because formalistic constitutional techniques are assumed sufficiently suited to a status free of the 
extraordinary.25 As such, modern constitutionalists leave no room for extraordinary emergencies, because 
they believe all legitimate government action must fit the framework of written law.26 Although liberal 
states try to accommodate for emergencies through legal or constitutional regulations on who can exercise 
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emergency powers and when, they do not consider the unanticipated nature of emergency. These 
limitations on power in a state of emergency make the state vulnerable to downfall.27 Schmitt opposed 
Hans Kelsen’s legal positivism, which denied that states can act extralegally, or contrary to formal law, as 
such acts were “antithetical to their very nature”.28 For Schmitt, legality is possible because the state can 
continue its existence when faced by enemies through the sovereign exception, characterising state 
authority as “a power to enforce the law, separated from the norms of law themselves”.29  

 

C State of Exception 

For Schmitt, the falsehood of the rule of law comes clear in the state of emergency, or in German, the 
state of exception. In the state of exception, the entire legal order is threatened, revealing the primacy of 
“rule of man” over “rule of law”. Schmitt’s state of exception, in Hobbesian fashion, reflects the 
breakthrough of political sovereignty, “that is, a sovereign decision uninhibited by any normative 
principles”.30 So, when a state commits a lethal act of violence which exceeds specified limitations, it acts 
in its state of exception.31 The exception is a norm-less – or nearly norm-less – space.32 Traditionally 
states of exception referred to national emergencies, like foreign invasion, civil war, or natural disasters, 
encompassing a wide range of events which threaten the state’s existence.33 To preserve the state in such 
a situation, the entire legal framework may need to be suspended, but the state, that is, the sovereign, must 
still exist irrespective of that suspension.34 Schmitt confirms that in emergencies, “the state remains, 
whereas law recedes”.35 Schmitt’s state of exception therefore concerns the subordination of legal norms 
to the sovereign, or executive.36 When considering executive supremacy in a state of exception, Schmitt 
“adopted a conservative rather than revolutionary posture”, elevating sovereign power above abstract 
norms while remaining a representative of unity.37 From this, Schmitt often likens the state of exception 
to dictatorship, where the sovereign dictator makes an extralegal decision with the force of law to unite 
legal and non-legal, such that juridical order remains despite law itself being suspended.38 His preference 
for “temporary technical-authoritarianism of dictatorship in the Roman sense” was inspired by 
Machiavellian thought; however, Machiavelli advocated political dictatorship in normal politics, thus 
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losing its essential extraordinary characteristic.39 For Schmitt, emergencies necessitated a unitary 
institution with full decision-making control to minimise confusion stemming from overcomplicated 
checks and balances,40 allowing the executive to act “in a purely decisionistic and instrumental-rational 
fashion to the state of emergency”.41  

This contextualises Schmitt’s famous quote, “sovereign is he who decides on the state of exception”.42 In 
an emergency, legal norms are suspended and give rise to the sovereign’s political act, “pure decision” or 
judgment – a decision that distinguishes friend and enemy through levels of association or dissociation.43 
From this, Schmitt conceptualises war as an exception that “need not be a common occurrence, nor 
something normal, neither must it be an ideal or something to be longed for; but it must persist as a real 
possibility”.44 The enemy should be understood “as a real threat to the continued existence of a concrete 
people”45 – a public threat to their unity. There are clear similarities with modern terrorism here. Because 
the state of exception cannot be determined according to norms or formalistic procedures, the true nature 
of sovereign power is revealed as a supreme political authority that operates outside of and without being 
constrained by constitutional or legal limits.46 Using this, Tushnet, like Schmitt, categorises emergency 
responses as either legal or political, and finds political controls on emergency power preferable. 
However, his rationale differs from Schmitt’s, by viewing political controls as a democratic means to 
avoid the weakness of the courts in times of emergency.47   

 

D Schmitt and Locke 

John Locke provides a means of appreciating Schmitt’s exception theory while preventing a descent into 
authoritarianism, reconciling liberal traditions with Schmitt’s emergency jurisprudence. Locke, like 
Schmitt, acknowledged that both written law and political judgment are part of legitimate constitutional 
government. Sometimes the executive must use their judgment to go beyond legal powers even if it 
exceeds or conflicts with written law, making it extralegal but valid through incident of executive power. 
Locke recognised the tension between the rule of law and the fact that in exceptional cases the executive 
may have to depart from the law.48 It is Locke’s commitment to the rule of law that demonstrates his 
willingness to recognize the possibility of exceeding the law in extreme cases and acting extra-legally.49 
Despite not mentioning “state of exception”, Locke recognises its existence through unanticipated 
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accidents and necessities that prevent normal legal operation, suggesting derogation from such laws is 
justified to protect society.50  

However, Schmitt and Locke differ on the nature of prerogative. Locke views prudential executive power 
as “neither arbitrary nor irresistible” and limited to the purpose of mitigating existing problems. Locke’s 
prerogative emergency power is “power to act according to discretion, for the publick good, without the 
prescription of the law and sometimes even against it”.51 As such, the prerogative should aim to restore 
the legal order required for civil liberty and public benefit; if the extralegal prerogative undermines rather 
than restores that order, it becomes an unconstitutional tyranny which justifies a sovereign people’s 
response to restore power in legitimate government. Therefore, both prerogative and revolution are 
justified extralegal events for legitimate, constitutional governments. Schmitt can be distinguished from 
Locke: where Schmitt envisions the limitless sovereign to subvert constitutional democratic constraints, 
Locke views prerogative as a protector of public good and liberty. Schmitt better reflects Hobbes in his 
view of the state of emergency being unconstrained by law and liberal legality. Hobbes views civil law as 
being constituted by the sovereign and thus a declaration of sovereign will.52  

 

E Contemporary Approaches 

Contemporary resurgence of interest in Schmitt comes with increased interest in executive powers and 
counter-terrorism. The state of emergency commonly describes modern security politics.53 Schmitt is 
considered a disillusioned realist who explains the importance of arbitrary power in constitutional 
governments that are prima facie guided by legal norms.54 Contemporary appeal of extralegalism, 
especially post-9/11, has made the state of exception the “dominant paradigm of government in 
contemporary politics”.55 However, Agamben cautions against reading Schmitt strictly, because it allows 
executives to encompass the non-legal within the law and deny the existence of extralegality.56  

Agamben understands Schmitt’s emergency actions as legalising lawlessness, and distinguishes two parts 
of law: the “normative element” through constitutional norms, and the “anomic” element which is a 
supplement necessary for its application. When constitutional/normative law is suspended in an 
emergency, executive political actions that are not formal laws nonetheless acquire force, allowing the 
law to “exist in an attenuated and anomic form” even when the constitution is suspended.57 The law 
maintains itself when faced with an exteriority, conceptualising the exception as the extreme relation 
where “something is included solely through its exclusion”.58 Agamben identifies two sources of modern 
legality. The first is positive law through an autonomous legal source such as international law with 
codified derogation principles, 59 operating similarly to a fiduciary duty from states to citizens and 
providing an intermediate position between universal human rights and Schmitt’s complete executive 
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discretion by allowing some suspension of law while limiting executive discretion to protecting and 
safeguarding freedoms.60 The second is “essentially extrajuridical”,61 that is, something outside of or other 
than law. However, Agamben warns against categorising the state of exception as internal or external, as 
this imposes unnecessary thresholds, instead preferring to understand the exception as a condition that 
both binds and abandons the law.62  

Gross and Dyzenhaus offer contrasting perspectives on emergencies. Gross believes de facto emergencies 
permit governments to act outside strict legal limits, while Dyzenhaus believes emergency responses 
should fit within limits of legality.63 Inspired by the American constitution’s silence on emergency powers 
and derogation,64 Gross believes it necessary for the executive to combat emergencies in ways outside of 
the constitution and law to do everything necessary to save the nation.65 He advocates extralegal 
executive powers because going outside the law preserves the law, legal system and its obedience better 
than constant bending of the law to accommodate emergencies.66 There are Australian parallels, since 
Australia’s Constitution is similarly silent on government emergency powers and its usage.67 Gross, 
despite supporting Schmitt’s extra-legalism, also utilises Locke’s recognition that “fixed laws can help 
restrain prerogatives to a certain extent but cannot transform the irrational and unpredictable nature of 
political life nor eliminate the discretionary power necessary to respond to it”.68 Dyzenhaus characterises 
Gross’s extralegal model as a “lawless void”,69 preferring Kelsen’s positivist approach.70 He believes 
states’ authority must be exercised through law, providing its moral basis.71 Recognising that sometimes 
the law can depart from a morally legitimate position,72 he uses substantive legality to create a positive, 
normative framework in emergency situations.73 This demonstrates Dyzenhaus’s commitment to 
substantive rule of law to restrain states. However, this relies more on legislative power than executive, so 
in an emergency it may not respond efficiently. Today, demarcations between normalcy and emergency 
are difficult, if not impossible, leading to the view that “the exception is hardly an exception at all”.74 
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Contemporarily, emergency laws and procedures are often ad hoc75  and, unlike traditional emergencies, 
not reactionary but preventative.  

 

III MARTIAL LAW  

A Introduction 

Martial law is one form of emergency response. Part IIIAAA does not correspond to a declaration of 
martial law or a handover of command and control to the military.76 It is accepted that deploying the ADF 
should not result in superseding civil authority.77 Nonetheless, it is useful to consider the historical use of 
martial law as a response to emergencies, and its scope within liberal democracies. Although not invoked 
in modern democracies, it is analogous to states of emergency.78 This links with questions of legality and 
extra-legalism. The notion of a factual danger or emergency validating a temporary suspension of regular 
law has existed for centuries, through martial law, the state of siege, and the state of exception.79 Martial 
law is unique in that it is considered both a legal question and an indicator of the law’s absence.80  

 

B Dicey and Legality 

Dicey’s position on legality and extra-legalism is important, in that he generally views emergency powers 
within the legality framework,81 although extra-legalist proponents also reference him. His intermediate 
position is evident through his discussion on martial law, and his consideration of ex-post ratification or 
parliamentary indemnification of illegal/extra-legal executive action as a convention or unwritten 
obligatory political norm.82 Dyzenhaus, who prefers Dicey’s model of emergency powers constrained by 
legality over Schmitt’s, describes Dicey’s approach. In an emergency, Dicey prefers statutory backing to 
provide executive officials the requisite authority to act in a “spirit of legality”.83 Should there be 
insufficient time, officials must do what they think necessary to respond, leaving two options: prospective 
authorisation through common law defence of necessity, or retrospective action through an Act of 
Indemnity. Dicey intended that Acts of Indemnity indemnify action that “could and should have been 
authorised in advance, had there been time”, as it is meant to secure, not undermine, the rule of law.84 
Similarly, Gross notes Dicey’s acknowledgement that the Executive’s expectation of an Act of Indemnity 
being passed has historically been satisfied when required; however, indemnity is always determined by 
the Act’s terms.85 Gross, while appreciating Schmitt’s executive extra-legality and Locke’s prerogative, 
adopts Dicey’s retrospective response to cure official action.86 Like Dicey, he recognises both that 
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emergency legislation may authorise exceptional executive powers prior to their exercise,87 and that ex 
post ratification may be necessary to justify extra-legal acts.88  

However, there is a distinction between excusing and justifying an act.89 For this reason, Nardin criticises 
Dicey’s model of retrospective action to make unlawful acts lawful. Adopting a natural law approach, 
Nardin criticises Dicey’s model because it focusses on acts breaking written law, and does not recognise 
the wrong in ratifying breaches of moral law. Excusing an act means “defeat[ing] a charge of culpability” 
because the offender, though acting wrongfully, is not responsible because of an excusing condition 
which may lessen the penalty but does not justify it or make it lawful. “You cannot legalise an illegal act 
by excusing those who commit it from responsibility for violating the law”.90 The fear is that illegality 
and ratification could become routinized in the constitutional order.91 However, Nardin relies on the 
subjectivity of morality within the rule of law, and demonstrates what Schmitt criticised in liberalism as 
an inability to recognise the necessity in emergencies for the executive to break written law to protect 
itself. One notable example of executive emergency power is martial law.  

 

C Martial Law 

Responses to emergencies vary across legal traditions – Dicey claimed the English system of martial law 
at common law was superior to the French “state of siege”. However, the commonality of all emergency 
powers is restriction in space and time. The common law tradition has particular rules surrounding 
executive emergency powers.92 Common law emergency mechanisms were inspired by Lockean 
prerogative, while utilising the institutional mechanism of martial law to manage the shift from 
irregularity to normalcy that was “necessarily bound by positive regular law and judicial doctrine”.93  

Martial law is often associated with arbitrary state power and suspension of normal law.94 In medieval 
times, martial law was considered a prerogative power recognised by law and expressed by the “Court of 
the Constable and the Marshal”.95 However, the 1628 Petition of Right asserted that billeting, martial law, 
arbitrary taxation and arbitrary imprisonment were unlawful.96 Since then, military tribunals could only be 
used in times of war, restricting the Crown’s involvement in judicial processes to times of war.97 This was 
reflected in the parliamentary debates prior to passing the Petition of Right, where it was stated that 
“martial law is merely for necessity where the common law cannot take place”.98 It is also marked the 
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unconstitutionality of Crown prerogative-imposed martial law on civilians.99 As the royal prerogative 
diminished and parliamentary sovereignty emerged, emergency powers moved towards legislative 
control.100 Prerogative martial law was unavailable, resulting in the emergence of non-statutory powers to 
fill this gap. This relied on common law’s “repelling force by force”, which was much more malleable 
and acted as a martial law variant.101 After the fall of the absolute monarchy in 1688, until the 19th 
century, martial law was considered “an emergency suspension of the rule of law” confined to times of 
war and unavailable when ordinary courts were open in peacetime.102 During extreme times of invasion or 
rebellion where courts were closed, “civilian agencies could resort legally to military power to protect life 
and property.”103 After the Glorious Revolution, the first Mutiny Act of 1689 was enacted to ensure armed 
services discipline. It allowed the trial and punishment of servicemen through courts-martial, and allowed 
the King to proclaim martial law to govern the army during peace and war. However, civilians were not 
subject to it, and the common law government authority to use force to repel force remained separate. 
Since military law separated from martial law through the 1689 Mutiny Act, the latter was associated with 
the “law of necessity promulgated by the Crown” in instances of domestic danger, under which both 
civilians and military personnel are both subject.104 Grant v Gould held prerogative martial law had no 
place in the realm, so, "where martial law is established and prevails in any country, it is of a totally 
different nature from that which is inaccurately called martial law, merely because the decision is by a 
court martial..."105 Therefore, martial law in England only existed at common law or qualified by the 
Mutiny Act.  

Blackstone admitted the rules surrounding martial law were unclear and capricious, saying it was “built 
upon no settled principle, but is entirely arbitrary in its decisions”, operating not as law but “a temporary 
excrescence bred out of the distemper of the state”.106 Dicey describes it as “the suspension of ordinary 
law and the temporary government of a country or parts of it by military tribunals” or “military force”– a 
concept akin to the French Declaration of the State of Siege, where ordinary authority of civil power 
passes entirely to the military, but is “unknown to the law of England”.107 However, the claim that martial 
law is unknown to English law is misleading.108 While the prerogative theory, which represented 
continental models of martial law, became redundant and was considered “unknown”, the same effect was 
achieved under common law theory.109 Dicey states martial law can refer to the Crown’s common law 
right to repel force by force during “invasion, insurrection, riot, or generally of any violent resistance to 
the law”, which is an essential right and power for orderly government and is recognised under British 
law, but has no prescribed connection to the armed forces.110 So, if “martial law” refers to the 
government’s power, or that of loyal citizens, to restore public order despite necessary cost of life or 
property, “martial law is assuredly part of the law of England”. In this way, martial law is a means to 
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restore state authority and “save” the state by “re-creating the conditions for the possibility of its 
existence”.111 Through Dicey’s reference to the necessity of common law martial law, the operation of the 
maxim salus populi suprema est lex112 rationalises emergency measures through martial law. Likewise, 
the maxim inter arma silent leges explains why in times of war the law was silent: while an emergency 
act is permitted, there is “no room for a prior legal authority to military adjudication in an ideology of a 
rule of law”.113  

Therefore, there are two primary interpretations of “martial law”: a “common law right” that exists within 
the rule of law to prevent attacks on the state and reinstate order, or where “military tribunals… more or 
less supersede the jurisdiction of the courts” – only the latter is “unknown to the constitution”.114 
However, military tribunals still superseded courts in British colonies.115 Martial law, like other 
emergency mechanisms, rested not merely on formal authorisation, but also on salus populi suprema est 
lex. As such, “martial law is the manifestation of both the highest law and of no law at all.”116 If force is 
used during martial law, once the crisis ends ordinary courts will determine if the force was necessary or 
excessive and if martial law was employed correctly.117 This reveals the temporal and restorative nature 
of martial law.  

Although the legal basis for martial law is uncertain, as either royal prerogative or common law right to 
dispel force, the Marais case held martial law could be extended to times when ordinary civilian courts 
were still sitting.118 Marais also held that when martial law is imposed while the war continued, ordinary 
Courts had no jurisdiction to question acts of military authorities, although after the war ends persons may 
be liable for acts in wartime unless covered by an Act of Indemnity.119 This raises issues surrounding the 
doctrine of immunity: where an army officer, in their military operations against invasion, must override 
ordinary rights out of necessity, and does not incur liability because a civil Court is unable to judge the 
discharge of military duties. No Court would, or could, interfere with acts bona fide done in the course of 
military operations as they are outside ordinary Court’s jurisdiction, not only in wartime but also in peace. 
In wartime, when ordinary law is suspended, no actions in common law Courts would lie against a bona 
fide acting officer carrying out his military operation. However, Dicey criticises this doctrine for relying 
on vague principles and lacking sufficient case authority. It is also inconsistent with Acts of Indemnity. 
Historically, Courts undoubtedly had jurisdiction in peacetime to hear of acts done during wartime which 
were prima facie a breach of law.120 Since the Bill of Rights, the military has been subject to civilian 
law.121 Nonetheless, the issue of armed forces discipline is beyond the scope of this paper, as it concerns 
the wider issue of military law and justice. Arguably the power to invoke martial law still exists in 
Australia through common law. While legislation is better, martial law should still exist “for in the face of 
an extraordinary crisis it may come in useful… it may be better to rely on a ‘shadowy, uncertain, 
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precarious something’ than nothing at all”.122 Indeed, martial law intends not only to restore order, but to 
restore the general authority of the state,123 illustrating the fundamentally conservative nature of 
emergency action.124  

 

IV EXAMPLES 

A Jamaica Affair 

The relationship between the executive’s voluntary suspension of normal law and Acts of Indemnity is 
clarified through the 1865 “Jamaica affair”.125 The colonial governor, Eyre, and his officials, suppressed a 
rebellion with unreasonable and cruel means. In the context of white colonial rule over a large black 
impoverished population, they believe it both constitutionally appropriate and politically necessary to 
exercise prerogative authority to declare martial law to suppress the rebellion. The local statute confirmed 
this, and Eyre ensured an Act of Indemnity was passed to cover the acts during the rebellion. However, in 
England, the Jamaica Committee aimed to bring Eyre to account by disproving his interpretation of the 
constitutional authority for martial law. The attempted prosecutions failed due to unwillingness to depart 
from the imperial side, but nonetheless showed that foreign colonial officials were subject both to formal 
law and the wider rule of law.126 A key factor in the decision stemmed from fears about the effects of 
martial law on domestic political opposition.127 Although an Act of Indemnity is legislation of illegality, it 
is still law, and retains an essential character distinct from proclamations of martial law, a state of siege or 
other executive suspension of law. Acts of Indemnity are still an exercise of arbitrary sovereign power, 
but where Parliament holds legal sovereignty, executive acts are encompassed in regular legislation, 
reinforcing the supremacy of the law.128 This retrospective indemnification reconciles executive power 
with the rule of law, by bringing necessary extralegal acts within the law, and providing executive 
accountability to Parliament and parliamentary accountability to the people through legislation.  

 

B UK Examples 

A demonstration of the supremacy of law against illegal enforcement of martial law is evident in Wolfe 
Tone’s Case,129 where Wolfe Tone, an Irish rebel, was involved in a French invasion of Ireland, and was 
tried by court-martial in Dublin and sentenced to be hanged. He said his only commission was from the 
French Republic, not as an Englishman. He applied to the Irish King’s Bench for habeas corpus, on the 
basis that he not being of military personnel in Britain, was not subject to Irish court-martial punishment 
and was subject to illegal enforcement of martial law. The writ was granted, despite Wolfe Tone’s 
admitted substantial guilt, because the rule of law protected him from courts-martial. This illustrates a “no 
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more splendid assertion of the supremacy of the law”,130 where the law remains constant even when 
suspended, illustrating Agamben’s theory that exceptions are both inside and outside the law.  

The last English case to consider military call-outs was R v Pinney.131 There, a riot broke out in Bristol 
causing soldiers to be dispersed, killing 12 and wounding around 100. The Mayor of Bristol and nine 
aldermen were prosecuted for breaching their common law duty to suppress that 3-day civilian riot using 
sufficient assembled forces. Lord Tindal held that the soldiers had a duty to do their best to “put down riot 
and tumult” – two officers who refused to order troops to fire were found guilty of neglect of duty. 
Another was acquitted of manslaughter after a fatal shooting because the shot was “discharged in the fair 
and honest execution of his duty”, amounting to a justified killing and accidental death.132 This exhibits 
the executive force permitted in a time of emergency, and also that failure to exercise it could amount to 
negligence, due to the necessity of that force.  

 

C Colonial Australia 

Australia has not experienced martial law since Federation, though there are colonial examples.133 In the 
19th century, martial law was declared several times to put down riots and rebellions – last time the 
military-civil relationship merged was in 1891 when the Queensland Government employed the military 
to aid the police in a sheep shearers’ strike.134 Likewise, in 1824, in the Bathurst Emergency, martial law 
was declared by Major-General Sir Thomas Brisbane in response to escalating clashes stemming from 
Aborigines’ resistance to British settlement. The details of the campaign are largely unknown, however it 
resulted in numerous deaths and injuries. Brisbane was concerned about justifying martial law to London, 
and so admitted the number of Aborigines killed. Brisbane officially repealed his martial law declaration 
four months later.135 Among other instances, in 1830 full martial law was declared in the infamous “black 
drive”, and in 1838, Governor Arthur declared limited martial law against Aboriginal people in the centre 
of Tasmania.136  

In the first 100 years of the New South Wales colony, defence and internal policing were governed by the 
British Army.137 Colonial courts were mostly comprised of military personnel, and followed court-martial 
procedures that represented a military garrison following the rules and discipline of war.138 Despite 
honourable military careers, the officers were unqualified to administer law to civilians. Eventually, due 
to the military officers’ lack of discipline, and in light of the quarrel between Governor Bligh and John 
Macarthur, the 1808 rebellion began, resulting in the arrest and disposition of Bligh. For two years the 
Corp ruled the colony until 1810 when Colonel Lachlan Macquarie took over government from Colonel 
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Paterson.139 There were multiple causes for the coup, including opposition from Major Johnson and the 
military of Bligh’s ban on importing spirits.140 Moreover, Major Johnson owned land, and his lease, with 
other landowners, was about to be revoked by Bligh. In the eyes of such landowners, Bligh exercised his 
executive authority, without parliamentary authority, to undermine property rights, which were held in 
great value.141 Martial law as such responded various emergencies in the colonies.  

 

D US Emergency Powers 

In Ex Parte Milligan,142 Milligan was convicted by military commission. This was reversed by the US 
Supreme Court due to the commission’s lack of jurisdiction. Of issue was the status of emergency powers 
under the US Constitution. The majority held any law was to be determined in light of the Constitution, 
which was always applicable irrespective of whether in war or peace, thus rejecting the notion that 
military personnel might have power to suspend constitutional rights in times of war. “Emergency was, 
from a legal perspective, non-existent”.143 The court found the President lacked authority, even if 
congress approved, to remove civilian courts’ protections outside the main combat zone where federal 
courts were still operating because they were not in rebellion.144 However, Wilson v New,145 without 
explicitly overruling Milligan, supported an “emergency-sensitive interpretation to constitutional 
arrangements, structures, powers, and rights”, allowing government powers to expand and civil rights 
protections to reduce to effectively address the crisis.146 Later, it was held that “while emergency does not 
create power, emergency may furnish the occasion for the exercise of power”.147  

Today, the US exemplifies extra-legal executive emergency powers. The US differs from other 
democracies in its approach to anti-terrorism due to its reliance on executive warlike powers.148 The US’s 
approach encourages extra-legal acts which are “based more on a war model than a crime model”.149 The 
US anti-terrorist legislation was mild compared to other democratic countries, due to the willingness to 
use executive extra-legal powers instead. Such approaches “allow the executive to break the law in real or 
perceived emergencies while at the same time maintaining legal restraints without legislative amendments 
or emergency derogations”.150 The AUMF151 and Military Commissions Act place few, if any, restrictions 
on state power in the war on terror, representing an unusual mixture of the laws of war and crime,152 and 
increasing hybridization. Some fear expanding presidential powers contribute to the normalisation of 
exceptional, discretionary authority in ordinary law.153 Alternatively, Posner convincingly commends the 
extralegal approach, saying it offers “tighter constraints on the president than the legal approach of 
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amending the Constitution to authorize suspending constitutional rights in emergencies”.154 Similarly, 
Tushnet praises the efficacy of political processes in emergencies, compared with legal controls,155 as it 
ensures efficient, coordinated and informed decision-making, while political democratic controls prevent 
civil rights violations.156  

 

V DEFENCE ACT 1903 (Cth) 

A Constitutional Framework 

The ADF is regulated by the Defence Act, under the Commonwealth’s power to legislate for the defence 
forces through s 51(vi) of the Constitution. Section 51(vi), the defence power, also allows parliament to 
legislate to call out forces for the maintenance of Commonwealth laws.157 Section 61 of the Constitution 
vests executive power in the monarch as exercisable by the Governor-General; however s 61 does not 
define executive power,158 rather, executive power “is described but not defined in section 61”.159 Section 
69 of the Constitution gives the Commonwealth control of all military defence, and s 68 states the 
Governor-General is the Commander-in-Chief of the defence forces. As such, the ADF is part of the 
Executive.160 The states cannot raise their own defence forces,161 and the Commonwealth must protect 
states from domestic violence.162 Although s 68 appears unambiguous in vesting military command in the 
Governor-General, the command and control of the defence forces customarily requires ministerial advice 
and parliamentary confidence due to responsible government and the apolitical role of the Governor-
General and ADF.163 As such, the Commonwealth can deploy the military domestically through ss 51(vi), 
119 and 61 of the Constitution.164 This contrasts with the US Posse Comitatus Act (1878), which prohibits 
federal military involvement in domestic disasters and prioritises state civil policing powers.165  
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Section 51(vi) is an elastic power,166 applying differently depending if used in peacetime or wartime.167 In 
wartime, wide-ranging legislation is permitted,168 but during peacetime Commonwealth legislative power 
is restricted.169 The extent and nature of the threat facing Australia is central in determining legislative 
validity under the defence power. 170 R v Sharkey171 confirmed the Commonwealth’s right to intervene in 
state jurisdictions. In Thomas v Mowbray, the court allowed the defence power to be used both externally 
and domestically in peacetime.172 Similarly, Thomas demonstrated how the Commonwealth could use the 
defence power for greater military presence in domestic matters.173 In Church of Scientology v 
Woodward,174 Mason J considered “security” as attributable to the constitutional concept of defence. As 
courts are reluctant and ill-suited to determine matters of national security, such instances should be left 
to the Minister's understanding of national security.175 Those responsible for national security, the 
Executive, must decide what security requires – it is undesirable for such issues to be subjects of public 
Courts176 due to the political risk and sensitivity surrounding security. This gives the Executive substantial 
defence and security powers.  

 

B 1978 Call-Out 

Before Part IIIAAA, call-outs were regulated by unclear rules that were last used in 1978 – the first ADF 
call-out since Federation for a domestic security threat.177 Despite several State attempts to request 
military assistance domestically, the federal government has been reluctant to order their deployment.178 
In 1978, a bomb exploded at the Sydney Hilton Hotel, where several visiting heads of state were staying 
for a meeting scheduled to visit Bowral, killing two people and injuring eight.179 The Prime Minister, with 
Cabinet and the New South Wales Premier’s concurrence, called out the ADF to secure Bowral, despite 
no formal State government request. Commonwealth officials were divided over the relevant 
constitutional power that initiated the call-out.180 Although uncertain, it was retrospectively said that s 61 
was the basis, due to the “power and duty of the Commonwealth Government to protect the national 
interest and to uphold the laws of the Commonwealth”,181 and as incidental to nationhood.182 However, 
reliance on executive power was criticised for circumventing s 119 of the Constitution and bypassing 
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State rights. Arguably, s 119 would have been used if there were more time for the State government to 
meet.183  

 

C Part IIIAAA and Emergency Powers 

Part IIIAAA was introduced to the Defence Act in 2000184 in light of the Sydney Olympics and related 
security concerns. It came after years of security and anti-terrorism discussions that began with the 
Protective Security Review following the 1978 bombing. Numerous recommendations were made, 
including the creation of legislation to provide processes, powers and accountability of the ADF if called 
out.185 Part IIIAAA streamlined these call-out procedures.186 In Parliament, there were concerns that 
allowing the military greater domestic powers to aid civil authorities challenged longstanding traditions, 
such as the separation between the executive and legislature, and the public and military. There was 
uncertainty about how the military might act if called out, because there was so little historical evidence 
of it occurring.187 Likewise, the legislation potentially threatened civil liberties through increased state 
authority, encouraging arbitrary state power.188 Conversely, the necessity to address civil order was 
addressed. Prior to the Bill, there was no legislative framework for Commonwealth call-outs, and 
providing states with assistance was based on 18th century English goals of riot control189 with very few 
safeguards, making the previous system “woefully antiquated”.190 Consequently, the national anti-terrorist 
plan was created, allowing Commonwealth-initiated call-outs. Part IIIAAA provides protocols for 
appropriate and effective running of the ADF in light of the uncertainty of terrorism,191 modernising call-
out procedures and specifying ADF powers when assisting police for counter-terrorism and public 
safety.192  

In 2006, in response to the Commonwealth Games,193 a statutory review, and terrorist activity in the US, 
London and Madrid, Part IIIAAA was amended.194 The amendment allowed greater flexibility for an 
ADF response to terrorism, clarified accountabilities of ADF personnel, and provided safeguards for ADF 
personnel when involved in domestic security operations, 195 by amending nine areas. These included the 
use of reserve forces, identification of ADF personnel, the notification requirement for broadcasting, 
redefining siege or hostage incidents more broadly, expedited call-outs in cases of rapidly evolving 
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threats, protection of critical infrastructure, cross-jurisdictional call-outs overseen by the Commonwealth 
DPP, expansion to air and maritime situations, and offshore areas.196 Part IIIAAA has not been amended 
since 2006. Under Part IIIAAA, the military may be called out by authorising Ministers if satisfied that 
domestic violence that affects Commonwealth interests exists or may arise,197 in case of a threat to an 
Australian offshore area,198 or if domestic violence threatens the states199 or territories.200 The term 
“domestic violence” also appears in s 119 of the Constitution; however, it is undefined legislatively and 
judicially. It was borrowed from Article IV of the US Constitution, where it means “insurrection”.201 
Expedited call-outs are available in “sudden and extraordinary emergency” cases.202 The ADF assists 
state or territory police, which remains paramount.203 There are restrictions on Defence Force actions204 
and special powers of Force members to recapture premises,205 protect critical infrastructure,206 and in 
general security areas.207  

Michael Head expresses concern that Part IIIAAA allows an expansion of military usage, despite Part 
IIIAAA not yet being invoked.208 Specifically, he worries about the widening military presence in civilian 
instances, such as against asylum seekers, in the domestic “war on terrorism”, and in overseas 
deployments post-9/11.209 He criticises Part IIIAAA for providing “even less certainty and protection for 
civil liberties than the previous obscure mixture of common law, delegated legislation and constitutional 
doctrine”.210 However, as 1978 demonstrated, “the original constitutional powers were so vague and 
amorphous they could mean almost anything the government wanted them to mean”, so Part IIIAAA 
better defines the powers and rights of service personnel.211 Later, Head argues there should be serious 
cause for concern over Part IIIAAA and the military’s domestic involvement, because it enhances 
government’s unilateral powers212 and aims to accustom people to society’s militarisation, contributing to 
domestic unrest due to increasing social and international tension.213 He fears the growing use of the 
ADF, whether or not called out under Part IIIAAA.214 A significant criticism is that Part IIIAAA involves 
the military with policing functions, threatening of over-militarisation; however, Head fails to provide any 
alternatives to military empowerment,215 and fails to acknowledge the correlation between increased 
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military involvement and the necessity for stronger security measures in counter-terrorism. The public 
trust and support for the ADF also remains high, especially during times of conflict or tension.216 

Because Part IIIAAA allows the ADF to use lethal force217 to protect lives and property,218 there is 
particular interest in the use of such force and related defences. At common law, the defence of necessity 
is not available for murder.219 However, it is unclear whether that principle applies to Part IIIAAA, since 
Part IIIAAA has not been tested in courts.220 Common law necessity requires consideration of the kind of 
threat, its imminence, and proportionality, involving a difficult balancing act of life values. This seems 
inappropriate for Executive exercises of lethal force, since the person using the force is not the person in 
extremis, but rather calculates “the least worst outcome”.221 In federal criminal law, the defence of 
“sudden or extraordinary emergency”222 seems better, by reducing the issues with calculating life values 
and risks. This is available to ADF members acting through Part IIIAAA per s 51WB(3).223 There is no 
definition for “sudden or extraordinary emergency” in the Defence Act, but under the expedited call-out 
provisions, an order can be made by the Prime Minister alone in such circumstances.224 Sudden or 
extraordinary emergency therefore functions as both an enabling and defensive mechanism in the Act. At 
common law it is a complete defence, with wide scope that invites the jury to interpret the emergency 
itself. It allows individuals to better characterise how people act in such situations, since it is irrational to 
expect rational actions in an emergency. "From an explanatory perspective, basing a defence on 
emergency rather than necessity has the advantage of being more psychologically credible”.225 Part 
IIIAAA hybridises necessity, sudden and extraordinary emergency, and acting under lawful authority 
defences.226 Despite hostility towards Part IIIAAA, there is a greater expectation, due to current terrorism 
threats, that people will be protected against terrorist attacks or other threats, regardless of the agency 
through which this is afforded.227 Therefore, there is scope for greater domestic military involvement.  

Part IIIAAA is preventative against future attack, yet reactionary to global terrorism. Schmitt’s criticisms 
of liberalism are valid, demonstrated by the Lindt Café Siege emergency, where due to parliamentary 
conventions and institutions, the military was not called out. The legislation of Part IIIAAA consisting of 
call-out procedures and sudden or extraordinary emergency exemptions and defences, and the allowance 
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of special executive/military powers through that legislation, illustrates a fusion of legislative and 
executive emergency action. Given Australia’s Constitution’s silence on emergency powers, the rule of 
law tradition, and Part IIIAAA powers, both Gross’s extra-legal model and Dyzenhaus’s positivist model 
are exemplified. In this way, Part IIIAAA may be characterised as a hybridised crime-war mechanism, 
mixing legislative and executive action and giving primacy to emergency military action that would 
otherwise be excessive. Where Part IIIAAA is not invoked, but force is necessary, such as the Lindt Café, 
extralegalism may be necessary. Like Locke’s theory, this should be confined to mitigating emergencies. 
This highlights Gross’s extralegal model’s efficacy, which avoids the contamination of internal law and 
constant policy adjustment like that currently being considered, while allowing efficient responses to 
emergencies that address the unforeseen nature of emergencies and are cured with retrospective 
ratification.228 The similar strength of Agamben’s characterisation of emergency powers as both inside 
and outside the law lies in placing executive action in a position to simultaneously utilise its force and 
expediency in emergency response, while existing under anomic legality. This provides dual-ended 
benefits: efficient emergency action, and operation through legality, even if not formalistic law. 
Nonetheless, Dyzenhaus’s model of legality underpins the passing of Part IIIAAA in the first place, 
demonstrating the importance of formalistic law.  

Australia’s historical experience demonstrates the political imperative for anti-terror measures 
unconstrained by formal human rights protection, allowing the passage of extra such legislation.229 
Operationally, Lynch believes courts should restrain executive emergency powers, while the traditional 
role of the legislature and its ability to ensure strengthened formal law ensures that judges do not have 
complete control.230 This trust he places in the courts to oversee executive action in emergencies stems 
from the criticism that emergency or anti-terror legislation is presented to legislatures under the assertion 
of urgency and necessitating a timely passing.231 Due to Australia’s absence of a Bill of Rights, judges 
have little scope to assessing anti-terror or emergency laws, so their role is limited to the context of 
statutory interpretation rather than rights determination.232 Moreover, given the unforeseen nature of 
emergency as explained by Schmitt and Locke, the efficiency of passing such legislation represents not an 
overly hasty decision but the strength of the legislative process to respond to and prevent potential threats. 
This ensures the relevant executive powers are formally valid, while allowing efficient executive 
response. Dicey’s view is relevant, acknowledging both legislative means of emergency powers and 
executive discretion to supersede such law in emergencies. Here, Part IIIAAA takes an 
intermediate/hybridised position between American extra-legalism and British parliamentary sovereignty.  

Another potential model justifying expanded executive powers might come from reading in prerogative 
emergency powers through s 61 of the Constitution. This would stem from common law powers inspired 
by Locke, or a broad interpretation of s 61 to authorise Executive extralegality to restore the law. 
Australian Courts have considered broader s 61 powers in light of “national emergency”,233 though have 
fallen short of recognising particular emergency powers, instead preferring implied nationhood powers to 
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protect democratic rights.234 If a constitutionally-recognised prerogative emergency power held 
supremacy over common law and statute in times of crisis, the practical result would be no different to 
Gross’ extralegal model, but may confine emergency action within legality. However, this relies on 
courts’ recognition and interpretation of such a power which, as Tushnet claims, may be more 
problematic than political measures. As such, Part IIIAAA represents a hybridised approach to emergency 
action, consisting of both Gross/Schmitt and Dyzenhaus through its exceptional emergency military 
powers, formally recognised by law.  

 

VI CONCLUSION  

After the Lindt Café Siege, the Commonwealth considered amending Part IIIAAA of the Defence Act to 
better respond to emergencies using military force. However, Part IIIAAA has been criticised for its 
perceived overstepping of state power. Nevertheless, it is accepted in liberal democracies that Executive 
power, during exceptional times of crisis, may need to exceed conventional boundaries to ensure effective 
emergency response and protection of citizens. Various jurisprudential approaches to emergencies 
demonstrate the necessity in allowing expanded Executive powers, such as military powers, to respond. 
Although Part IIIAAA does not create martial law, its theoretical scope remains, due to common law 
rights in times of extreme emergency. Historical examples demonstrate that emergency responses may 
take various forms but remain common in their intention to preserve the state. Gross’s extralegal view and 
Dyzenhaus’s positivism offer contrasting positions, whereby Part IIIAAA is situated somewhere in the 
middle, by virtue of the legislative avenue of providing for expanded military powers in emergencies. As 
such, the expansion of military domestic powers is justified in an emergency, due to the hybridised war-
crime and executive-legislative model under Part IIIAAA, and such force should not be feared.  
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